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What is World Kidney Cancer Q&A Awareness Day? 
 
The first-ever World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day will be celebrated 
on June 22, 2017 by patients, carers, health care professionals 
and local organisations around the world. Individuals and groups 
will raise awareness about kidney cancer and start to answer the 
questions that will make a difference for kidney cancer patients 
in their country and around the world. 
 
World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day has been established by the 
International Kidney Cancer Coalition, a global body of 30 cancer 
organisations focused on improving the lives of people affected 
by kidney cancer.   

 
 
Why have World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day? 
 
Kidney cancer is a serious disease that affects hundreds of thousands of people worldwide and is 
resulting in a growing global burden on health care systems.  In fact, the worldwide incidence of kidney 
cancer is predicted to rise by 22 percent by 2020. 
 
Despite the effect kidney cancer has on patients and health care systems around the globe, it is a little-
known type of cancer with many unanswered questions related to prevention, risk factors, treatment 
practices and widening gaps in mortality rates.  

 
So, on World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day on June 22, the global 
kidney cancer community is asking questions and seeking 
answers to raise awareness and funds to help fight kidney cancer 
with the World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day Quiz.   
 
World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day also provides affiliate 
organisations an opportunity to highlight local issues related to 
kidney cancer, such as access to information, affordable 
treatments or health care resources. 
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What is the World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day Quiz? 
 
The World Kidney Cancer Q&A Day Quiz – available at 
www.WorldKidneyCancerDay.org – is an interactive seven-
question quiz that tests your knowledge about important 
facts about kidney cancer.  For example: 
 

 Being tall, or drinking alcohol – which increases 
your risk of kidney cancer? 
 

 What country in the world has the highest rate of 
kidney cancer? 
 

 Is chemotherapy an effective treatment for kidney 
cancer? 
 

For every quiz that’s completed online, $5 will be donated 
to help find answers to vital questions about kidney cancer. 
The quiz is available in English, French, German, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Dutch, Greek, Polish and Arabic. 

 
For more info visit http://www.cansa.org.za/files/2017/06/Fact-Sheet-Kidney-Cancer-NCR-2012-web-
June-2017.pdf 
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